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This paper is motivated by the problem of optimizing simultaneously the 
absolute and relative errors arising in functional approximation with respect 
to the supremum norm. Two natural formulations of the problem are 
studied, and answers, both positive and negative, are given to the 
usual questions of existence, uniqueness and characterization of best 
approximations. 
DEFINITIONS 
Let X be a compact subset of [a, b] containing at least IZ + 1 points. Let 
C(X) denote the Banach algebra of all real-valued continuous functions 
defined on X with the norm 11 g 11 = max{l g(x)/ : x E X}, and let A4 be an 
n-dimensional Haar subspace of C[u, b]. That is, M is an n-dimensional 
linear subspace of C[u, b] such that the zero function is the only function in M 
which vanishes at n distinct points of [a, b]. We shall assume throughout this 
paper that the functions am,..., qn(x) form a basis for M. 
Letf, w1 , w, E C(X) be given functions:fis the function to be approximated, 
and IV, and w, are positive (weight) functions. We define two new norms by 
and 
II g IL = maxill wig II, II w II> 
II g IIS = II w1g II + II w2g Il. 
Then p E M is said to be a best mux approximation to f provided 
Ilf- Plln = gfp-- 9llm * 
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Similarly, p is said to be a best sum approximation to f provided 
llf - P /Is = $A Ilf - 4 /Is * 
An application of special interest which motivated this work is obtained 
by setting w1 = 1 and w2 = l/’ (The function f to be approximated is 
assumed here to have a constant sign on X). 
Given f, w1 and w2 as above, we define the set X, of “critical” points of a 
sum approximationp E M, as follows: X, = X+, u X+, u X1 u X-, , where 
x+1 = ix E x: wlww) - p(x)) = II Wl(f - Pm 
x+2 = {x E x : J%W(f(x) - p(x)) = II b(f - PIIL 
x-1 = ix E 1: Wl(WW - p(x)) = -II Wl(f - P)II>T 
x-2 = Ix E x : wkw(4 - p(x)) = --II d.f - P)ll). 
CHEBYCHEV-TYPE THEORIES 
The existence of a best max and a best sum approximation follows from 
the finite dimensionality of the linear space M, and the fact that II * (In& and 
[j * IIs are bona fide norms. In what follows it is shown that max approxi- 
mation is reducible to ordinary weighed Chebychev approximation while sum 
approximation is not. In fact, it is shown that, for the latter, uniqueness fails 
in general, and a generalized oscillation off - p is necessary but not sufficient 
for p to be a best sum approximation. 
THEOREM 1. A best max approximation to ,f is unique and is equal to the 
best (ordinary) weighed Chebychev approximation to f with respect to the 
weight function 
w&4 = maxM4, ~~(4~. 
Proof. Denote by p1 , pz and p3 the unique best (ordinary) approximation 
with respect o w, , w2 and wg , respectively. We distinguish three cases. 
Case 1. 
II wz(f - PIIll < II wdf - PIN 
It is clear that the desired best approximation p3 equals p1 and, therefore, 
there is nothing to prove. 
Case 2. 
II wz(f - P2)ll > II wdf - P,N 
Similarly, p3 = p2 . 
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Case 3. If cases 1 and 2 do not hold, we observe that a best max 
approximation p has to satisfy the condition 
II Wl(f - PII1 = II %u- - PN 
This follows from the continuity in r E M of the nonlinear functional 
W-1 = II wl(f- r>ll - II ~0 - r>ll, 
and from the connectivity of M. Let x1 < xg < ... < x,+~ be ordinary critical 
points off - p3 with respect to wg , satisfying u(xi) = (- l)i+l u&), and 
assume that there exists a q E M such that lif- q Iln < jif-p3 Ilm. By 
the above condition and the positivity of w1 and we it follows that 
(- l)i [q(xJ - p3(xi)] is 20 for all i or < 0 for all i. Now, a continuity 
argument described in [2, p. 611 and the fact that M is a Haar space imply 
that p3 = q, a contradiction. 
To complete the proof we apply the usual arguments of alternation, from 
which we derive that there exists no best max approximation fp3 . 
THEOREM 2. Let f E C(X) - M, let p E M, and consider the following 
statements: 
(a) p is a best sum approximation to f. 
(b) The origin of Euclidean n-space belongs to the convex hull of 
{u(x)-~:xEX,), where u(x)= -1 if XEX-~UX-~, o(x)= fl if 
XEX+1UX+2, and R = (dx),..., vnW>. 
(c) There exist n + 1 points x1 < x2 < ... < x,+~ in X, , satisfying 
u(xJ = (- l)ifl u(x1). 
Then, (a) * (b) * (c) => (b) but (c) P (a). 
Proof. (a) 3 (b). Assume that 0 6 the convex hull of {u(x) . 4 : x E X,}. 
Since X, is compact, it follows from a theorem on linear inequalities [1, p. 191 
that there exists a q E M such that u(y) q(y) > 0 for ally E X, . We shall show 
that there exists a h > 0 for which r,, = p + hq E M satisfies /If - r, /IS < 
llf -PIIs* 
Let s(x) = sgn(f(x) - p(x)) and S = min{s(x) q(x) : x E X,}; then 6 > 0. 
Fori= 1,2,let 
Yi = ix E X : I wdx)Cf(~) - PW)I > II wdf - PW and 44 q(x) > V?. 
Yi is open and contains X, ; thus I w,(x)(f(x) - p(x))1 < [I wi(f - p)lI on the 
compact set X - Yi . Therefore, by continuity, there exists a hi > 0 such that 
0 < h < hi implies 
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Letting Zi be the closure of Yi , we see that x E Zi implies s(x) q(x) >, S/2 
and I w,(x)(f(x) - p(x))/ > I( wi(f - p)(//2. NOW choose pi > 0 such that 
0 d X < pi implies I/ wi(p - rA)ll < jl wi(f - p)1//2. Then for x E Zi and 
0 < X < pi we have that sgn(f(x) - t-,&c)) = sgn(f(x) - p(x)). Setting 
h = mWl, A2 I ply p21, we observe that Ilf- rh [Is < [If-p (Is, a contra- 
diction. 
(b) o (c). The proof is similar to that in [l, pp. 74-751. The arguments 
there involving alternations and convex hull continue to be valid here if we 
replace ordinary extrema by the points of X, . 
(c) k (a). To see that (c) does not imply that p is a best sum approxi- 
mation to f, let p1 be the polynomial of degree <l which best approximates 
on [- 1, 11, in the sup norm, the function f(x) = x2. Then 2(f(x) - pi(x)) 
is the Chebychev polynomial T*(x) = 2x2 - I. Define: 
WI f 1 on [-1, l] 
and 
1 
const l/5 on [-1, 1 - E], 
wz = the function whose graph is the 
line segment joining (1 - E, +) to (1, 1) on [l - E, 11. 
Observe that the error function f(x) - pi(x) = (2x2 - 1)/2 satisfies (c) at 
-1, 0 and 1. Yet, it follows that for small enough E > 0, 
Thus pi(x) + x/4 + l/8 is a better sum approximation to the function 
f(x) = x2 than p,(x). 
PROPOSITION. Best sum approximations are not generally unique. 
Proof. Consider the following simple example which was communicated 
to the author by G. D. Taylor: 
Let f(x) = x, A4 = the set of constant functions on [0, 11, [a, b] = [O, I], 
w, = 1 and 
I 
const l/3 on P, i - ~1, 
w2 = the function whose graph is the line segment joining (a - E, 6) to (&, 1) on [ii - 5 &I, 
const 1 on [4, 11. 
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It is seen that for sufficiently small E > 0, all A, l/2 < A < 3/4, are best sum 
approximations. 
COMMENTS 
For simplicity of exposition we have used a Haar space instead of more 
general approximation classes. Actually, in the case of sum approximation 
by varisolvent families, the relationship of Theorem 2 between best approx- 
imation and generalized alternation continues to hold. 
Finally, we would like to remark that condition (c) of Theorem 2 is so 
strong that it is “almost sufficient” for p to be a best sum approximation to5 
In fact, in [3], condition (c) is used to derive a nontrivial generalization of the 
Remes Algorithm which computes efficiently all the best polynomial sum 
approximations to f by scanning a closed interval of the real line. 
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